
400 N Racine Ave, 107, Chicago IL


YOUR HOME FOR VIRTUAL EVENTS.



24' x 24' stage with a seamless 

cyclorama and grid-mounted 


RGB LED lighting.


Hybrid Control Room: 

Run multiple shows simultaneously.

Secure. Reliable. Internet.Remote Production Ready:

Integrate your at-home studio with 

our broadcast facility in real time.


What is Mainstage Chicago?
Mainstage Chicago is perfectly situated to deliver pixel-perfect virtual and hybrid events. Pairing the infinite 
scalability of cloud-based production with the cinematic flexibility of an immersive cyclorama studio, this all in one 
Hybrid Studio Space is conveniently located in Chicago’s West Loop.



Bonded fiber Internet with 4G LTE

backup means our network doesn’t

go down, ever.

An Expandable Control Room
Built on the principles of cloud infrastructure, our control room can expand infinitely to meet your event’s needs. 
Whether it’s a single track webinar or a multi-track, multi-day conference, we have the capacity.

Multiple streaming stations that can

divide or unite depending on your show’s

complexity.

Every station can be controlled 
remotely, enabling us to tap into our 
global network of technicians.



Fully programmable RGB lighting

can create dynamic looks that

match your brand stards down

to the hexcode.

An Immersive Cyclorama Studio
Mainstage’s 24’ x 24’ x 12’ cyclorama studio is the perfect stage for your next virtual event. Lighting is programmable 
with access to the full RGB spectrum- and since it’s all LED, you can shoot all day without worrying about it getting 
too hot.

A 4K multi-cam setup allows

for flexible progamming such as

keynotes, panels, or entertainment.


Bring in remote guests from anywhere

in the world, and interact with them

in real-time as if they were right there.



Mainstage Chicago is ready to be the home for your next virtual event. To book, please email 
studio@mainstreamchicago.com, or call (312)548-1356 x1.

Mainstage Chicago is committed to providing a harassment-free experience for everyone, regardless of gender, gender identity and 
expression, sexual orientation, disability, mental illness, neurotype, physical appearance, body, age, race, ethnicity, nationality, language, or 
religion. We do not tolerate harassment in any form.

Basic Package: $1,250/da

 Access to our 24' x 24' x 12' 
cyclorama stag

 2 parking space

 dedicated studio manager

 Wi-Fi for work devices, 
hardlined Internet for 

broadcast contro

 Additional equipment 
available for daily rental

Standard Package: $2,500/day

Everything included in Basic, plus..

 Pre-light and gear 
consultation

 1x Stream Station with 
dedicated machines running 
vMix Pro, OBS, and 2x Zoom 

feed

 3x cameras in studio for 
multi-cam show production

 Access to our monitors, 
prompters, tripods, C-stands, 

and additional gear

Premium Package: $8,500/day

Everything included in Standard, plus..

 Load-in/setup half-da

 Full crew including  
Technical Director, Producer, 

Director of Photography, 
Zoom Manager, and utility 

technician

 Access to additional 
streaming station

 Additional facilities such as 
post-production bays, and 

client lounge

Package Options
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